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ABSTRACT 

This system aims to develop an expert system (ES) prototype to assist PETRONAS 

petrol station's manager to predict the weekly petrol sales. Accurate result is very 

important to the manager because this will determine the amount of petrol left in the 

petrol station storage tank. An empty tank will interrupt the petrol station daily 

operation and the manager needs to bear the cost as well. Currently the manager does 

not have any assisting material (training only provided before the petrol station start 

operating) to support them during planning and most of them based solely on their 

experienced. There is no guideline to guide inexperience manager particularly the new 

petrol station manager. The scope of study is to understand the process during making 

decision to order petrol from the depot, the underlying factors that involved in 

forecasting, external parties that influenced the forecast and the method used to develop 

the ES. The system will develop using rule-based ES that introduced the if-then rules. 

The system will allow more flexibility to the users to customize their own rules 

according to their needs. Two interfaces will be used to distinguish different user roles 

that involved in the system; administrator and operator. The system is depending on the 

system knowledge base and the inference engine to formalize and analyze the rules 

from the users inserts data. Later, the system will come out with the forecasted order 

and other details to guide the petrol station manager to make decision. The significant 

of this project will improve the performance, efficiency of the petrol station and also 

increase PETRONAS petrol selling throughout the nation. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of Study 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been a very promising field for several decades. The 

research in numerous branches of artificial intelligence has fulfilled the widespread 

expectations and has demonstrated good progress. The successful applications of 

several ES have been demonstrated and the number of effectively ES has been 

continuously increasing. These successes have led to the introduction of large number 

of ES with artificial intelligence in with various applications. 

An ES will develop to help the PETRONAS petrol station manger to forecast the petrol 

order for every week. This project will enable us to carry on the research and 

understand the PETRONAS Dagangan Berhad (PDB) business operation process with 

their client (petrol station manager). The study will open up a wide area for AI 

application to penetrate the retailing business for petrol selling. This invasion will help 

the petrol station management to increase their performance and efficiency in running 

the business. 

Currently the process of ordering petrol is very conventional which require the petrol 

station manager to fill in the form manually and later fax it to Mesra Link center at PDB 

for further process. The request form contains the detail of the amount of fuel that the 

particular petrol station wanted to order and the day of delivery for the coming week. 

Then, PDB compiles the requests from all petrol stations according to their coverage 

area and later, send it to the nearest depot for further action. Upon receive the request; 

the person in charge at the depot will schedule the tankers that will deliver the requested 
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amount of petrol on the requested dates to the requesting PETRONAS petrol stations 

nationwide. 

Therefore, it is necessary to place order early so that PDB and the depot will have 

sufficient time to fulfill the demand by every petrol station. Usually, orders are placed 

for deliveries 2 and 3 weeks ahead or maybe sometimes 1 week. Although the need to 

do forecast is not clear, every manager needs to know how to do it in order to place 

order for petrol which will be required only 2 and 3 weeks from the time the order is 

placed. 

In case of serious under supply, manager can call for emergency load. Order can be 

placed in the morning for immediate reload in the afternoon. However, each station is 

restricted to maximum 2 requests per month; beyond which will lead to warning and 

action will be taken by PDB. 

Petrol Station Manager 

Tanker Depot 

Figure 1.1 Petrol Ordering Process at PETRONAS Petrol Station 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

1.2.1 Problem Identification 

Profit making is the main goals that need to achieve by every manager in a business 

operation, so does the manager at PETRONAS petrol station. Petrol station's manager 

have important role to play when he or she makes a decision on how many liters of 

petrol need to order and when the order arrives to maintain the continuity of sales. The 

decision to place the order is solely based on the forecasted result that periodically 

computed by the manager. 

However, using the manual way is not an effective and efficient way to predict the 

petrol order at the petrol station. This is due to the lack of skills and experienced by the 

manager to come out with a precise result although training had provided to them. 

The owner of the petrol station will bear all the consequences if the prediction did not 

work out similar with the real result. If the manager underestimates the sales of the 

petrol on a particular day, this will lead to insufficient petrol in the underground tank at 

the petrol station before the next tanker arrives. In contrast, if the manager 

overestimates the petrol sales, then the petrol tanker have to return the extra petrol 

delivered to the petrol station back to the depot. This will increase the operational cost 

of the petrol station. In addition, if the petrol station manager frequently makes the same 

mistake, they will be penalized or black listed. 

To overcome the problem, an ES that based on the manager's knowledge will be 

developed to assist the manager in forecasting the amount of petrol that need to order 

for every week. 

1.2.2 Significant of the Project 

An ES will provide the following benefits: 
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a. Reduce or control human factors in decision making for more accuracy and 

objective forecast; 

b. Manager can concentrate on bringing more sales to the station and cut down 

the operational cost of the petrol station; 

c. The non-expertise users are able to carry out the forecasting process if the 

manager is not around; and 

d. Manager can keep track their previous ordering record for future reference. 

Possibly, an ES paves way to a fully-automated petrol station in the future whereby a 

computer system will resume the roles of human manager. 

1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study 

1.3.1 Objectives 

The main objectives of the system are to achieve the followings: 

• To provide a value added ES that is general acceptable by the nationwide 

PETRONAS petrol station operator in predicting the petrol order. 

• To identifY the factors that influence the decision making process m 

forecasting the weekly petrol order 

• To develop a prototype version ofES to forecast the weekly petrol order that 

can save time and cost, in the mean time increase the efficiency and 

performance of the current method. 

• To develop a prototype version of ES that has the overall accuracy of more 

than 90%. 

• To implement rule-based ES 
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1.3.2 Scope of Study 

Study focuses on how a manager at a typical local PETRONAS petrol station forecast 

the future order of petrol enable them to place the order for the coming weeks. An ES 

prototype will be designed that allow the user to derive the weekly forecast. 

The whole system will be developed based on the ES model where rule-based method is 

used to formulate the rules based on the manager general knowledge and experience in 

forecasting the petrol order. The rules act as conditions to the system where users' input 

will be tested and verified for its accuracy. 

The prototype system allows the user to modify the rules by changing the variables 

according to their needs. This is because different petrol station will have different rules 

to adhere with. However, the parameters/factors that use to control the outcome will be 

fixed. This will remain the conformity of the rules that apply to general PETRONAS 

petrol station throughout Malaysia. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 

2.1 What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)? 

Many people define AI differently; Simmons and Chappell [1] define AI as the 

behavior of a machine which, if a human behaves in the same way, is considered 

intelligent. However some define AI as a study to make the machine to act humanly or 

perhaps in more advances the machine can perceive, reason and act [2]. 

Under the roof of AI, there are a few areas of AI, such as, ES, fuzzy logic, neural 

networks, natural language processing, robotics and etc. This can help us to understand 

more about AI in detail. Most of the AI related systems are built based on this 

foundation and customized it with other methodology which can bring more 

development to the AI world. For example, AI can use as a decision tool to assist 

manager for efficient strategic and operational management [3], reduce the managerial 

risk [ 4] and use to predict the climate [ 5]. 

2.2 Expert System (ES) 

ES become so popular among the developers due to its easy understanding approach. 

ES direct application of expertise where the expert knowledge is transferred into 

computerized system to assist non-expertise user to conduct the similar task that 

conducted by the expert. However, ES do not replace the expert in the particular field 

but can make their knowledge and experience more widely available [6]. In addition, 

the computer based ES also view as a viable alternative from other model especially 

statistical model for decision making in the fields of finance, accounting and marketing 

[9]. 
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The structure of ES is developed based on three major components which include the 

user interface, inference engine and knowledge base [ 6]. The user interface is the 

interface between the systems with the user. User uses the user interface to 

communicate with the system by inserting input or viewing the output. The inference 

engine is where all the reasoning is done during processing the request by the users. The 

inference engine will retrieve the knowledge or the rules that store in the knowledge 

base. 

User Interface 

Inference Engine 

Knowledge Base 

Figure 2.1 Basic Structure of Expert System 

In ES there are a few issues that we need to take into account. The knowledge 

acquisition process always is the main threat in failing the success of an ES. This is 

because knowledge acquisition consumes a lot of time, effort, and often results in 

inconsistent rules [9] if we did not plan it properly. In order to solve this problem, the 

developer needs to know what he wants in his system and where to acquire the 

information from. Some researchers propose to use the rule induction technique called 

Induction eXtremely Large (IXL) databases [9] to reduce the bottleneck of this issue. 

The other popular issue in ES is knowledge representation. Although we successful 

acquire the information or knowledge that related to the system, but representing the 

knowledge will be another perspective that we need to concentrate on. If we represent 
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the acquired knowledge wrongly, this will affect the general outcome of the system. 

The most common method to represent the knowledge is logics, production systems, 

conceptual graphs, semantic networks, scripts and frames [II]. 

2.3 ES and Forecasting 

The usage of ES in forecasting is widespread as many experts had developed a 

forecasting ES to assist them in predicting the future outcome in order to increase the 

effectiveness and efficiency of the result. Forecasting is important in many areas, 

ranging from production plarming and stock control to economics and management [8]. 

The rich variety of different forecasting techniques can be bewildering, particularly for 

the less experienced potential user. 

The selection and implementation of the proper forecast methodology into ES has 

always been an important plarming and control issue. Often, the financial situation of 

the entire company operation rely on the accuracy of the forecast since such information 

will likely be used to make interrelated budgetary and operative decisions in areas of 

personnel management, purchasing, marketing and advertising, capital financing, etc. 

There are two main approaches to forecasting. Either the estimate of future value is 

based on an analysis of factors which are believed to influence future values or else the 

prediction is based on an inferred study of past general data behavior over time. For 

example, the belief that the sale of petrol will increase from current levels because of a 

recent low petrol price rather than proximity to public holiday such as Christmas, 

Chinese New Year or Hari Raya illustrates the difference between the two philosophies. 

It is possible that both approaches will lead to the creation of accurate and useful 

forecasts, but it must be remembered that even for a modest degree of desired accuracy 

the former method is often more difficult to implement and validate than the latter 

approach. 
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A good forecasting model must be flexible enough to carry on the forecasting process 

where the user can change the variables [10] according to their needs but not the 

parameters that use to derived the final output. In addition, the ability of the ES to 

imitate the reasoning of the expert in all aspects will make the system look more 

perfect. To avoid the pitfall, some researchers advise not to take the quick and 

convenient route during implementing the system [1 0]. 

2.4 Rule-based ES 

Rule-based ES will be implemented in this project because rule-based ES is easy to 

implement as compare with other method. The rule-based ES will use the if ... then ... 

rules to solve the problem [11]. For example, if the underground tank is empty then 

place the order. 

MYCIN is a very popular rule-based ES that was developed in 1973 to assist the 

medical staff to diagnose several kinds of blood type diseases. Shortcliffe introduced 

this clinical application of rule-based ES for diagnosis of antimicrobial infections. His 

work incorporated explanation, knowledge acquisition, teaching, and system-building 

facilities. 

There are a few important issues concerning the performance of the rule-based ES. The 

most common issue is the response time of the rule-based ES [12]. A good ES will be 

able to response immediately upon receive the request from the users without any delay. 

This issue should not arise because the computer technology now a day is far more 

advance compare to 10 years ago. However there are a few factors that leading to this 

problem such as defining the rule wrongly in the system and having an unresolved 

problem. 

Including the validation and verification phase into the development life cycle [12] will 

help to identify the problem before the system is implemented to the real environment. 

Leaving this problem behind will be fatal especially those system that require real-time 
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response such as airplane avionics, smart robots, space vehicles and other safety critical 

application. Other than that, we also can use the optimization method to solve the 

problem. The optimization method will use the original rule-based ES as input and 

derives a new optimized ES. This method will ensures the correctness of the derives ES 

in terms of reaching the single accurate fixed point for each launch state and faster 

response time in terms of the number of rule firings. 

In addition, developing a maintainable rule-based ES also is another important issue 

because developing a new ES will waste a lot of time and money. A maintainable rule

based ES will help the company or organization to reduce their operation cost in order 

to increase the company profit [7]. 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY/PROJECT WORK 

3.1 Procedure Identification 

In this project, time is the main concern as the allocated time for the project completion 

is only 14 weeks where the situation is far from real for the developer to finalize the 

system on time. As a matter of fact, this project should adopt the evolutionary delivery 

development cycle as shown at Figure 3 .I. Evolutionary delivery development cycle is 

a product of a rapid application development methodology where the system is rapidly 

builds to meet the system requirements and the date line. To further ensure the system 

can be completed in within 14 weeks time, this project will limit the scope which will 

cover the preliminary requirement analysis phase, architecture design phase, developing 

a version phase, and the testing and debugging phase. 

Develop a Version 

-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·, 
Make Changes to the 

Version 

Review the Version 

Project Scope 

Figure 3.1 Evolutionary Delivery Development Cycle 
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3.1.1 Preliminary Requirement Analysis 

Two set of interviews were carried out on two different people with different 

responsibility. The first interview is done with the operation manager of Taman Batu 

Gajah Perdana PETRONAS petrol station manager and the second interview is done 

with a PETRONAS Dagangan Berhad (PDB) staff at retail department. 

From the first interview, information about the operation manager responsibility on 

managing the petrol station was successfully gathered. They include:-

• Customer service; 

• Stock keeping; 

• Oil and water dipping; and 

• Prepare the preplan or petrol order forecast. 

Generally, the manager relies on recorded documents and their experience in predicting 

the traffic flows in that area due to the certain factors. Important record documents are 

as follow: 

• Oil and Water Dipping Record (night/morning) 

• Station Weekly Order Form 

A. Oil and Water Dipping Record 

Usually the dipping is done twice a day (morning and night) for 24 hours petrol station 

and for petrol station not operating 24 hours then they will conduct the routine once 

every night. This record is used to determine the amount of stock available in the petrol 

station storage tank for sales and also can use to derive the amount of petrol sales for a 

particular day. Sometimes the amount of order does not reflect the amount of sales 

because the petrol is vaporizing into the air especially in the afternoon. For the Taman 

Batu Gajah Perdana petrol station, they operating 24 hours a day and they keep track the 

record by filling into the following form: 

The form (Table 3.1) has the following columns: 
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Date 
Tank 
No 
No.1 
No.2 
No.3 
No.4 
No.5 
No.6 
No.7 
No.8 

a. Tank No- Shows the tank number 

b. Material Type- Fuel type such as Petrol (PXl, PX2, PX3, PX4) or Diesel. 

c. CM- Dipstick level in centimeters measurement. 

d. Liter - Dipstick level is calibrated to determine the amount of fuel left in 

tank. 

e. Water dip- Indicates how much water is mixed in the tank 

.. 
MateriaL· 
Jype 
PXl 
PX2 
PX3 
PX4 
DS 

Table 3.1 Water and Oil Dipping Record 

(Ref: PETRONAS Dagangan Berhad 2004) 

. 

.· ~~ght MomiJ.:!.g . . 

CM Liter CM Liter' Pi,ffereace 
110.0 9822.12 95.0 8925.23 

B. Station Weekly Order Form 

Water Pip 
· .. 

'• 

QJM :Ci.t~;r. 
1.4 16.76 

The manager uses this form (Table 3.2) to place the petrol order for future consumption 

in the petrol station. Later this form will send to Mesra Link, area manager that controls 

that area. Then the area manager will gather all the order form from that area and send 

to the depot for further process. The petrol order usually is made one or two weeks 

before the actual date because it takes time for the depot management to schedule the 

delivery time. For the petrol station branch in Taman Batu Gajah Perdana, the manager 

sends the order form to their area manager at Ipoh and further the order will be sent to 

Klang Valley Distribution Terminal (KVDT) to schedule the delivery according to the 

time. 

In the form, the manager are required to specify the date of delivery, the amount and the 

type of fuel (petrol, diesel or kerosene) that want to order. In this project we only 
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concentrate on the petrol order which is the Primax. The manager only can order 

maximum for two weeks petrol supply for their petrol station, more than that is not an 

advisable choice because it is very hard to predict the petrol consumption if the order is 

made for more than two weeks. 

Table 3.2 Station Weekly Order Form 

(Ref: PETRONAS Dagangan Berhad) 

The interview reveals that the past record is not the main determinant factors that use to 

forecast the future petrol consumption in the petrol station. According to the manager, 

the most important factors are to predict the traffic flow in that area and also the 

location of the petrol station situated. In order to predict the traffic flows there are a few 

factors that need to consider. These factors are: 

a. School holiday; 

b. Public holiday; 

c. Major festival celebration; 

d. Special event at that location such as concert, exhibition, expo and etc; 

e. Location such as near highway expect more traffic during weekend; and 

f. Normal working days consumption. 
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Other than the factors mentioned above, the station has the following constraints: 

a. The maximum storage for petrol in the petrol station is 81 ,900 liters (3 tank 

x 27,300 liters per tank) which is the standard storage size at every 

PETRONAS petrol station. 

b. The order amount is placed according to the tanker load capacities. Each 

time the manager want to place order they must follow the following 

standard tanker load:-

I. I 0,920 liters 

11. 16,3 80 liters 

111. 21,840 liters 

IV. 27,300 liters 

v. 32,760 liters 

VI. 38,220 liters 

c. Competitors from other petrol station at the same area. 

The second interview provides more information on how PDB deal with the petrol 

station manager especially on petrol ordering issue. In PDB the department that deals 

with this matter is under Retail Department which head by a manager. Under the 

supervision of a retail manager, they will be divided into a few regions in Malaysia and 

also headed by a manager. The region will include central region, northern region, 

southern region, eastern region, and western region. Further to smooth up the 

administration process, a few area managers will be assigning under the region manager 

to control at least 20 to 30 petrol stations. 

The Retail Department also responsible to provide training to the new petrol station's 

manager on how to operate the petrol station. One of the courses in the training program 

is to teach them how to forecast the petrol order for the petrol station and further place 

the order. As for a newly open petrol station, the opening stock in the storage tank is 

27,000 liters for every product (Primax, RON, diesel, and kerosene). Usually with the 

opening stock, the petrol station can survive for one week sales, then the next delivery 

will be on next week as specify by the manager. If the sales activity on the opening 
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week is active, then an emergency order will be placed to aid the petrol station from 

running out of stock. 

After two weeks of operation, the manager should get their trend of sales and average 

sales for one day. In other words, the manager is able to forecast the future trend of 

sales at that petrol station by referring to the past sales record. From the record the 

manager will make decision when to order and how much to order to support the sales 

at the petrol station. The trend might change according to the area development because 

more development project in that area means more traffic flows and further increase the 

sales. Although, the manager can get the sales trend, they are required to maintain 

minimum order to avoid overload the storage tank and also need to reduce delivery 

from the depot. Hence, the manager knowledge in this area is a very important to make 

an accurate forecast. 

C. Two Days Rule 

The interview also reviews that the manager needs to follow the two days rule. This rule 

stated that the amount of storage in the petrol station tank must have enough stock to 

cater for two days sales. If the storage is less than the two days average sales amount 

then they are required to place emergency order for the depot to deliver the stock to 

them. For example, if the average sales for everyday are 8,000 liters then the petrol 

station's storage tank must have at least 16,000 liters to support for two days sales. The 

purpose of this rule is to avoid the petrol station tank from dry up and enable the tanker 

to arrive from the depot on time to fill up the tank if any emergency order is placed. 

3.1.2 Architecture Design 

After all, the system architecture is designed to further explain the system in a more 

presentable way. The design of the system architecture will include the layout of the 

system structure, user interface, the database structure, representing the expert 

knowledge with the rules and the inference engine as well. In this project a rule-based 

ES is implemented on the system. 
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The system architecture will stress on the knowledge base (KB) implementation. This 

mean the KB will act as the main section to ensure this system is successfully 

implemented. The KB is used to store all the acquired knowledge about the system 

which represented with rules. The rules are derived from the petrol station manager's 

experience and skills that they acquired when managing the petrol station. There will be 

more than 150 rules in the knowledge base that will make sure the system able to fully 

functioning according to the user needs. 

There is an inference engine to apply the knowledge to the solution of actual problems. 

It is essential to separate the inference engine with the KB because the separation makes 

it possible to represent the knowledge in a more natural fashion and allow changes to be 

made in one part of the KB without creating side effects on the others. The 

responsibility of the inference engine is to acquire specific information for rule testing 

from the database, knowledge base, and users input data. Furthermore, the inference 

engine will test the rules with the acquired information and finally come out with a 

desired result which is the forecast amount of ordering. 

This system has the advantage to allow the users to define their own rules instead of 

predefining the rules into the system like most of the ES did. Beside, this has further 

make the system become more flexible in customizing the rules according to the petrol 

station needs and cater all the PETRONAS petrol station in Malaysia. In order to make 

sure this idea can convey in this system, the system will have two types of users and 

support by two different interfaces which have their own functionalities. 

The first types of user are "Administrator" which can be the petrol station manager or 

also known as the knowledge engineer. This type of user has the authority and the 

required experience to change or customize the system rules according to their petrol 

station historical data. As for the second types of user is "Operator" which can be the 

manager or any petrol station operator that has the required skills to use the system to 

forecast the ordering amounts. 
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Besides, the system also contains databases to store the user information such as the 

usemame and password, and some important data such as the user define rules and the 

final result that generated by the system. The purpose to store the usemame and 

password is to ensure the system is protected from unauthorized user to sabotage the 

system and change the information that store inside the database. 

As for the reason to store the user defined rules is to ensure that the rules will reused 

when every time the users use the system to forecast the petrol order. In addition the 

rules will be updated if the users redefined the rules again through login the system as 

an Administrator mode. The reason to store the generated report is to keep track the 

previous record for future references. 

Petrol Order Forecast Systllm 

User Defme Rules 

Orde1· Record 

Opcmtor Administrator 

Figure 3.2 Rule-based Expert System Architecture 

3.1.3 Developing a Version 

The coming few phases are more into an evolution style or repetitive style where each 

phase will repeat more than once to deliver the final version to the client. Start from the 
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developing phase, the developer will start to develop the system module by module as a 

whole. The most famous method that applied at this stage is the prototyping method. 

The user interface will be build according to the specified design, the database will be 

created base on the structure, the rules will be coded just like the rules that define at the 

earlier stage and integration is done at level to make sure the system is ready to run. 

A. User Interface 

Figure 3.3 describe the structure of the user interface for this system. When the users 

run the system, the first interface they will see is the "Login" interface (Figure 3.4). At 

this level, the users are required to key in their usemame and their password to make 

sure different users will have different access mode to ensure the information inside the 

database are protected. 

Administrator I 

Loqin 

Operator I Result I I 

Figure 3.3 Overall Interface Structures 

Figure 3.4 Login Interface 
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As mentioned in the system architecture design, basically there are two user's interface 

involves in this system the first interface is the administrator interface and the second 

interface is the operator interface, both interfaces serve different purpose in this system. 

Administrator Interface 

If the user login with the usemame "Administrator", then the administrator interface 

will pop up. The administrator interface will allow the authorized users (petrol station 

manager) to set the information of the amount of order according to certain event and 

constraint. The administrator is required to set: 

a. the average daily sales (Figure 3.5) 

This value will allow the system to make sure the two days rule is able to 

implement in this system. For example, if the average daily sales amount is 

9500 liters, then the order amount must exceed 19000 liters. 

Figure 3.5 Administrator Interface to set Typical Week Petrol Order 
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b. the order amount for typical week without any event occurred (Figure 3.5) 

Allow the system to identify the normal order if there is no event occurred 

during the ordering week and also serve as a default order amount 

c. the order amount for 3 days before and after the Hari Raya Aidilfitri (Figure 

3.6) 

The traffic flow start to change since 3 days before the actual date of Hari 

Raya Aidilfitri as most of the people going back and prepare for festival 

celebration. After the celebration, the traffic flow again will show some 

changes as most people are getting back to their normal life. 

Figure 3.6 Administrator Interface to set Petrol Order for Hari Raya Aidilfitri 
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d. the order amount for 3 days before and after the Chinese New Year 

celebration (Figure 3.7) 

The traffic flow start to change since 3 days before the actual date of 

Chinese New Year as most of the people going back and prepare for festival 

celebration. After the celebration, the traffic flow again will show some 

changes as most people are getting back to their normal life. 

e. the order amount for others major festival such as Christmas, Deepavali, 

Hari Gawai, and etc (Figure 3. 7) 

The traffic flow for other major festival is not as high as Hari Raya Aidilfitri 

and Chinese New Year because most Malaysian are Muslim and Chinese. 

Figure 3.7 Administrator Interface to set Petrol Order for Chinese New Year and 
for others major festival 
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f. the order amount for public holiday (Figure 3.8) 

If the public holiday falls on Monday/Friday then we expect the traffic flow 

will increase because got long holiday (including Saturday and Sunday). 

While if holiday fall on Saturday /Sunday then we expects the traffic flow to 

increase or remain the same compare to the typical Saturday and Sunday. If 

holiday fall on Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday then we expect the traffic 

flow will slightly increase compare to typical day. 

g. the order amount for school holiday according to the traffic flow (Figure 3.8) 

For this situation we take into consideration of the location of the petrol 

station. If the petrol station situated at a popular tourist area then we expect 

the traffic to be high, while if the petrol station is situated near or adjacent to 

the tourist area then we expect the traffic flow to be medium. Then, if the 

petrol station situated not in the tourist area or not near or adjacent to the 

tourist area then we expect the traffic flow to be low. 

Figure 3.8 Administrator Interface to set Petrol Order for Public Holiday, School 
Holiday, and Local Events 
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h. the order amount for local event such as night market, concert, fun fair and 

etc (Figure 3. 8) 

This is depends on the popularity of the event, the administrator must be 

knowledgeable enough to judge the local event to come out with a good 

forecast. 

After the user done with all the transaction from the administrator interface, all the 

information will be saved into the database and a message box (Figure 3.9) will pop up 

to ask the user whether he want to exit the system or want to proceed to another level. If 

the users choose "Yes" then the system will shut down, while if the users choose "No" 

then the system will direct the user back to the Login interface. 

saved •. Do you want to a~it"tt;,~.progr arn? 

1·· Ves· I• No 

Figure 3.9 Message Box to Noti:ty the Users and Ask the Users for Further Decision 

Operator Interface 

Once the operator successfully log in with their usemame and password, the operator is 

required to state the starting date of the forecast and the end date of the forecast period 

(Figure 3.10). When the operator press the "Start" button, a message box will pop up 

(Figure 3.11) to query the operator to get the operator consent whether there are any 

event occurred during the forecast period. If the operator chooses "Yes" then the 

operator will required to answer a few questions before the result is generated, while if 

the operator chooses "No" then the result page will show to the operator. 
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Figure 3.10 Operator Interface to set the Forecast Starting and Ending Date 

I Ves No Cancel 

Figure 3.11 The Message Box to Confirm any Event Happening during the 
Forecast Period 

The questions will give the operator the option to choose what event will happen during 

the forecast week. The questions are as follow: 

Question 1:- Is there any major festival during the forecast period? (Figure 3.12) 

This question is intend to query the operator to find out any festival during the forecast 

period because the system need to find out whether the festival event will affect the 

system decision to come out with the result. If there is any festival celebration during 

that week, then the operator will required to choose the type of festival and when is the 

festival (date). 

Question 2:- Is there any public holiday during the forecast period? (Figure 3.12) 

This question is intend to query the operator to find out whether there are any public 

holiday such as New Year, National Day, Royal Birthday, and etc during the forecast 
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period. If there is any public holiday, then the operator will required to choose the type 

of public holiday and when is the public holiday (date). 

Figure 3.12 Operator Interface for Question 1 and Question 2 

Question 3:- Is there any school holiday during the forecast period? (Figure 3.13) 

This question is intended to query the operator to find out whether there is any school 

holiday during the forecast period. If there is any school holiday, then the operator will 

required to state the starting date of the school holiday and the duration of the school 

holiday. 
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Question 4:- Is there any local event during the forecast period? (Figure 3.13) 

This question is intend to query the operator to find out whether there are any local 

event happen during the forecast period. If there is any local event, then the operator 

will required to state the local event and when is the local event (date). 

Figure 3.13 Operator Interface for Question 3 and Question 4 
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Result Interface 

After the user successfully manage the Operator interface, a report will be generated 

and the result will posted on the "Result" interface, as shown on Figure 3.14. The result 

page will depict all the generated result to allow the users to use the information to help 

them to make decision. The system allow the user to print the result page out and also 

allow them to save the result into a text file for future reference. 

Figure 3.14 Report Interface 

B. Database 

Basically for this system, two types of database method had been used to store the data 

that key in by the users. The first method is storing the data into the text files format. 

Two types of data are stored using this format, which are: 
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• The order amount that user set when the user are required to specify the 

order amount according to the event. The data store in this file is in 

sequential format for easy identification. 

• The final report when every time the users generate the forecast using the 

system. The data store in this file is using the random format. This will 

enable the system randomly access the file content and change the data for 

that line instead of changing the whole file content. 

The reason to use this method because it is easy to manage and did not required third 

party software which will increase the cost of development for the system. Beside, the 

stored data did not require a high security level and a high end database management 

system (DBMS) to manage and guard the data. The second method is using the 

Microsoft Access as a DBMS to protect the user information such as the usemame and 

the password from being change by unauthorized user. 

Primary key are set for the usemame field as every usemame will have their own 

unique identity. As for the password field, the password store in every column will be 

encrypted to avoid unauthorized person to view the password and use the password to 

change the data already set by the authorized users. 

C. The Knowledge Base and the Inference Engine 

The KB will store all the rules of the system that later manipulate by the inference 

engine to come out with desire result. As the system using the rule-based ES concept, 

all the rules store in the knowledge base will have the same structure of "if ... then ... " 

In this system there are 129 rules that form the entire knowledge base of the system. 

The rules coded in Visual Basic syntax which used to represent the system knowledge 

base can be generalized and represented by two variables to describe the system 

parameters. The following is the general rules that store in the system's knowledge 

base:-
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If RDay AND RDesc THEN Order Amount 

Where RDay, RDesc and Order Amount can use to represent:-

RDay = Monday, 
RDay = Tuesday 
RDay = Wednesday 
RDay = Thursday 
RDay =Friday 
RDay = Saturday 
RDay = Sunday 
RDesc=No 
RDesc = 3 Days before Hari Raya Aidilfitri 
RDesc = 2 Days before Hari Raya Aidilfitri 
RDesc = I Day before Hari Raya Aidilfitri 
RDesc =First day ofHari Raya Aidilfitri 
RDesc =Second day ofHari Raya Aidilfitri 
RDesc = I day after Hari Raya Aidilfitri 
RDesc = 2 days after Hari Raya Aidilfitri 
RDesc = 3 days after Hari Raya Aidilfitri 
RDesc = 3 Days before Chinese New Year 
RDesc = 2 Days before Chinese New Year 

RDesc = I Day before Chinese New Year 
RDesc =First day of Chinese New Year 
RDesc = Second day of Chinese New Year 
RDesc = 1 Day after Chinese New Year 
RDesc = 2 Days after Chinese New Year 
RDesc = 3 Days after Chinese New Year 
RDesc = Celebrating other festival 
RDesc = Public Holiday 
RDesc = Having school holiday 
RDesc = Having local event 
Order Amount= 0 
Order Amount= I 0920 
OrderAmount= 16380 
Order Amount= 21840 
OrderAmount= 27300 
Order Amount= 32760 
Order Amount= 38220 

The inference engine will retrieve the data one by one from their sources; the day of the 

event from the users input data, the order amount and the report description from the 

databases, and the system rules from the knowledge base to test the rules within the 

environment in order to come out with the forecast result. 

3.1.4 Testing and Debugging 

The next phase is the testing and debugging phase, the interface of the system will be 

tested by the user for approval for its user friendly features. The testing will include the 

color used, the layout or placement of the object, the linkage from one page to another 

page, the respond when the buttons are clicked, and etc. 

Other than testing the user interface, the database also will be tested. During the 

database testing, the database will load with temporary data and will be tested for its 

integrity and efficiency. The test that involve in the database testing is the database 

connection, database definition, and the data accuracy. 
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System testing also will be conducted to make sure the system result is accurate and 

represent the real scenario at the petrol station. The test will conducted with the help of 

the petrol station manager whereby they provide information on the sales record and the 

ordering form within the same period of time. The test will not conduct for the real time 

basis, instead its use the past data from the petrol station to conduct the testing. 

The test result will further verify and validate with the real data provided by the petrol 

station manager to achieve at least 90% accuracy. In order to make sure the result is 

accurate and reliable, the same test will conduct on different petrol station data. If the 

test failed to achieve 90% accuracy, the system rules will be revised and changes will be 

made to ensure the test result reach 90% accuracy. 

If there are any error occurs in the system code, the debugging process will take place to 

make sure the system is free from bug. Before submitting the system to the user, the last 

test will be conducted on the system is testing the system robustness and efficiency after 

the integration process. 

3.1.5 Review the Version by User 

Before the system is officially hand over to the user, the system will be review by user 

to get the approval. The reviewing process is done by executing the evaluation process 

where validation and verification of the system will be done together with the users to 

make sure they understand the system well. If there is any dissatisfaction by the users, 

the comment will be jotted down as a new requirement for the project and will treat as 

future reference. 

3.1.6 Make Changes to the Version 

The requirement changes that recorded during the previous phase will review and 

modify to make sure its does not contradict with the overall project objectives. If the 

requirement has been approved, the developer will start to undergo the same process as 

mentioned before; developing a new version, testing and debugging, review the version 
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and make changes to the version. This cycle will continue to evolve until the final 

version of the system is delivered to the users. 

3.1. 7 Deliver Final Version 

If there are no changes recorded by the users, the system will handover to the users and 

sign off. 

3.2 Tools Required 

3.2.1 Hardware 

Minimum hardware requirements:-

• Personal computer Pentium-class processor, Pentium II 300 MHz 

• 256MB of Random Access Memory (RAM) 

• 10 GB Hard Disk Drive space with 1 00 MB free space 

• Printer 

3.2.2 Software 

Software requirements:-

• Microsoft Windows 2000 or Windows XP 

• Microsoft Access 2000 or above 

• MS Visual Basic 6.0 Professional Edition 
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CHAPTER4 

DISCUSSION AND FINDING 

4.1 Results and Finding 

4.1.1 Test Result 

System testing has been conducted to petrol stations around Batu Gajah area. The 

purpose of this testing is to verify the system that able to meet the 90% accuracy target 

which serve as one of the non-functional requirement for this system. Following are the 

test cases that show the value that the users need to insert into the system, also the 

expected result for a certain period oftime, and the generated result from the system. 

A. Petrol Station at Batu Gajah Town 

Test Case:-

!. The forecast is made for the period of 13/11/2003 to 26/11/2003 (2 weeks) 

2. These dates are school holidays 

3. There is a night market on the 17th of November 2003 

4. Hari Raya falls on 25/11/2003 

5. The average sales is 10000 liters 

6. The typical weekly order:-

- Monday= 27300 liters 

-Wednesday= 27300 liters 

- Friday = 27300 liters 

- Saturday = 21840 liters 

7. Hari Raya Aidilfitri and Chinese New Year order:

- 3 days before festival = 21840 liters 

- 2 days before festival = 21840 liters 

- 1 day before festival = 21840 liters 

-No order for first and second day ofthe festival 
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2. There are no event occur during the forecast period 

3. The average sales is 9500 liters 

4. The typical weekly order:-

- Monday = 21840 liters 

- Wednesday = 21840 liters 

-Friday= 21840 liters 

- Sunday = 21840 liters 

5. Hari Raya Aidilfitri and Chinese New Year order:

- 3 days before festival = 21840 liters 

- 2 days before festival = 21840 liters 

- I day before festival = 21840 liters 

-No order for first and second day of the festival 

- I day after festival = 21840 liters 

- 2 days after festival = 21840 liters 

- 3 days after festival = 21840 liters 

6. Others major festival order= 21840 liters 

7. Public Holiday falls on:-

- Monday/Friday= 27300 liters 

- Saturday/Sunday= 27300 liters 

-Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday= 21840 liters 

8. The traffic flow for school holiday is LOW 

9. Local Event order = 21840 liters 

Result is show in Table 4.2. Comparing the expected order column and the system 

output column from Table 4.2, there are two rows of data from system output is not 

match the expected order. Hence, we can conclude that the system accuracy is only 

71.4% (5 I 7 * 100). 
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Table 4.2 The expected test result and the forecast order result for Taman Batu 

Gajah Perdana Branch 

Date Expected System 
(dd/mm) Dav Order Outout Event 

6/9/2004 Mondav 21840 21840. No 
7/9/2004 Tuesdav 0 0 No 
8/9/2004 Wednesdav 16380 21840 No 
9/9/2004 Thursdav 0 0 No 
10/9/2004 Fridav 16380 21840 No 
11/9/2004 Saturdav 0 0 No 
12/9/2004 Sunday 21840 I 21840 No 

C. Petrol Station at Taman Saujana, Batu Gajah 

Test Case:-

1. The forecast is made for the period of06/09/2004 to 12/09/2004 (1 weeks) 

2. There are no event occur during the forecast period 

3. The average sales is 5000 liters 

4. The typical weekly order:-

- Monday = 21840 liters 

-Friday= 21840 liters 

5. Hari Raya Aidilfitri and Chinese New Year order:

- 3 days before festival= 16380 liters 

- 2 days before festival = 21840 liters 

- I day before festival = 21840 liters 

-No order for first and second day of the festival 

- 1 day after festival = 21840 liters 

- 2 days after festival = 21840 liters 

- 3 days after festival = 163 80 liters 

6. Others major festival order= 21840 liters 

7. Public Holiday falls on:-

- Monday/Friday = 21840 liters 

- Saturday/Sunday= 21840 liters 

-Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday= 21840 liters 

8. The traffic flow for school holiday is LOW 
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9. Local Event order = 21840 liters 

Result is show in Table 4.3. Comparing the expected order column and the system 

output column from Table 4.3, all the system output is match the expected order. Hence, 

we can conclude that the system is performing 100% accurately. 

Table 4.3 The expected test result and the forecast order result for Taman 

Saujana, Batu Gajah branch 

Date Expected System 
(dd/mm) Day Order Output Event 

6/9/2004 Monday 21840 ..... 2~840 No 
7/9/2004 Tuesday 0 .. 0 No 

8/9/2004 Wednesday 0 0 No 
9/9/2004 Thursday 0 .·. 0 No 
10/9/2004 Friday 21840 21840 No 
11/9/2004 Saturday 0 0 No 
12/9/2004 Sunday 0 0 No 

4.1.2 Finding from the test result 

From the test that conducted on three different petrol stations around Batu Gajah area, 

we can find out the overall system accuracy from the test results. 

System accuracy = (100 + 71.4 + 100) I 3 

=90.5% 

From the calculation, we can conclude that the system had met the system requirements 

to have an overall accuracy of more than 90%. 

4.2 Discussion 

4.2.1 Inaccurate forecast result 

There are a few factors that can cause the system to generate inaccurate forecast order. 

These factors are very hard to avoid or predict because it's changed from time to time. 

The factors are:-
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a) Unpredictable traffic flows due to unfamiliar event in the petrol station area 

b) Area economic growth 

c) Weather ( suuny or normal day more traffic while raining day less traffic) 

d) Dramatic increase of petrol price in the market 

However, this problem can be solved if the petrol station manager takes active roles to 

periodically update themselves with latest information. They should gather more 

information regarding to their surrounding especially event will going to take place near 

the petrol station area, the area economic growth, the business activities and etc. 

They also should be more aware about the government policy changes that will 

significantly or insignificantly affect their business operation, for example, the 

governments reduce or remove the petrol subsidy. This will directly affect the petrol 

station sales because the consumer will reduce their use in petrol by choosing other 

alternative such as public transport or sharing car with other people. 

With the additional information gathered from the research, the petrol station manager 

should change their system setting according to the environment changes that can affect 

the forecast result. With timely changes the system will be able to generate a more 

perfect result to assist some more general user such as the operator. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Conclusions 

This research explores the potential of ES in preserving the skills and knowledge of an 

experienced PETRONAS petrol station manager in predicting the required future supply 

of petrol. The study concludes that forecast is a heuristic decision-making and unique to 

different station. This warrants the need to capture and identify the skills and knowledge 

of the manager to find out the underlying factors use to perform forecast on the petrol 

sales at general PETRONAS petrol station. This has met the first and second objectives 

of the project, which is to identify the factors that influence decision making process in 

forecasting weekly petrol order and build an ES based on the factors that can general 

accepted by all PETRONAS petrol station in Malaysia. 

The study also discovers that the forecast skills and knowledge can be effectively 

mapped into production rules, thus enabling computer processing. A prototype was 

developed using rule-based knowledge representation. The system was tested with 

known condition-action inputs and outputs. The result was satisfactory but the validity 

of the testing can be questioned. Valid test results can be acquired from field 

experiment setup but unfortunately could not be achieved due to time constraint. Never 

the less, the project has met another two objectives of this project, which are creating a 

prototype; and implementing a rule-based artificial intelligence technology in it. In 

addition, the system also proved to be able to perform at least 90% of accuracy which 

meet the system objectives. 

5.2 Recommendation 

Suggested next moves are as the followings: 

1. Revise the knowledge base so that it will consider more forecast factors and thus 

accuracy. 
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2. Acquire manager feedback on the acceptance of the user interface design. 

3. To further develop the prototype for field testing. Only the manager can testify 

whether the forecast of the system is accurate. 

Other future enhancements include the followings: 

I. The system should also be able to exhibit degree of confidence and precision for 

its forecast. This is important for human manager to decide whether or not to 

accept the system's recommendation. 

2. The system may include machine learning. This will allow the system to 

improve its accuracy. 

3. Continuous research will achieve a level where the ES will mature into a fully 

automated system independent of human manager. It is capable of making 

accurate forecast and placing order to Petronas Dagangan directly. 
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Appendix 1 

Interview questions for PETRONAS Petrol station manager 

1. How long this petrol station had been operated? 

2. How long have you been an operation manager? 

3. Briefly, can u describe the role of the operation manager at Petronas gas station? 

4. Is forecasting fuel consumption taught in training? How long does it take to be 
able to make a good forecast? 

5. Do you think sales forecast is important? Why? 

6. How frequent do you make sales forecast? 

7. How do you make a sales forecast (the process flow)? 
a. What are the factors required in making the forecast? 

b. How and where do you get the information to make the forecast? 

c. What are the outputs of your forecast? Can you show me a sample? 

d. What are the documents involved in the forecast? 

e. Do you encounter any difficulty? How about new and inexperienced 
manager? 

8. Does pricing affects the order? 

9. Who are the users of the forecast information? 

1 0. Do you store the forecast information and how? 

11. Do you monitor if the forecast diverts from the actual demand? 

12. Do you measure the accuracy of the forecast? 

13. If Petronas introduces a sales forecast system, how would you react to it? 

14. What would you expect from the forecast system? Any idea? 

15. How often do you misjudge? How about other station? 



Appendix 2 

Interview questions with En. Ridzuan, staff of PETRONAS Dagangan Berhad 

from sales department 

I. How PDB deal with their customer (petrol station owner)? 

In PDB the department that in charge in this matter is under Retail Department 

and chair by a manager. Under the retail manager there are divided into a few 

region which head by a region manager and the region manager manage a few 

area managers. Finally the area manager will personally handle 20 to 30 petrol 

station managers or dealers. Whatever complain or feedback, the dealer will 

refer to the area manager before reach PDB head office. 

2. Is any training provided by PDB to the new petrol station owner or operator to 

assist them in plarming the petrol order (Preplan)? 

Yes. The training only teaches them how to fill in the order form. 

3. If yes, can you describe in detail in how to make the forecast? 

a. The process flow. 

The dealer will fax their order to the PDB office according to the area 

under Mesralink program. Then Mesralink in each area will compile the 

order for all petrol stations located at that area and send it to depot. At 

depot, they will schedule the lorry tanker to deliver the petrol on the 

exact time and also the possible arrival time. This to ensure the petrol is 

delivered on time and will not interrupt the petrol sales at petrol station. 

b. What are the metric or formulae use in forecasting? 

There are no metric or formulae to follow during the forecasting process, 

but the dealer have to capture the daily sales for future reference. 

c. What are the factors required in making the forecast? 

No factors required. 

d. How and where do to get the information to make the forecast? 



All based on historical data and the dealer knowledge and experience to 

make the forecast. 

e. What are the outputs of the forecast? 

The dealer need to fill in the order form that provided by PDB. Inside the 

form, they need to specify the date and amount of order for the following 

week. 

4. Before the forecast is made, is there any others procedure to follow such as:-

a. The minimum storage in the petrol station tank before everyday business 

start; 

At every petrol station, the minimum storage is differing from each 

other. This is because each petrol station is complying with the two days 

rule. This rules required each petrol station to have at least enough 

storage for two days sales. 

b. Any rules to follow; and 

The two days rule also apply when the dealer want to place the order. 

For example, if the expected daily sales is 5000 liters, the dealer need to 

order at least 10920 liters for every two days order to cater the petrol 

sales at the particular petrol station. 

c. Others. 

No. 

5. What is the significant if the petrol station owner made a wrong order; either the 

ordered amount is more than the required amount or the ordered amount is less 

than the required amount? 

There is no extra cost charge or other form of penalization incur to the dealer. If 

the mistake is too frequent, they will require submitting a report to the PDB. In 

the worst scenario, the particular petrol station is black listed from the 

management. 



6. How to solve the problem as mentioned in Question 5? Who will be responsible 

on this matter? 

Usually, this kind of situation is seldom occurred because even the order already 

faxed to Mesralink, they can directly call them and place a new order. They will 

categorize this as an emergency case, but the dealer is not allowed to do it 

frequently. In PDB there is a rule of thumb to follow, every tanker left the depot 

for delivery, they required to come back with empty tank, so if the order amount 

is more than the required amount, the extra amount will distribute to other petrol 

station with their consent. While, if the order amount less than the required 

amount, second delivery will be made and the second delivery usually take place 

on the next day. 



Appendix 3 

Ordering form and Sales record for PETRONAS Petrol Station branch at 

Taman Batu Gajah Perdana (please refer to the next page) 



Dari 
No. Akaun: 

PSS 
Ala mat 
Tele·fon 

Fax 

Email 

Produl< 

Material no 

Depot 

Authorised MOO 

~~~i1~~~f~~l~~~~~~t~fi~~j~i~~~~:J~~~tJ~:,!~'~9 Perak 

50000011· 

Kepada 

Mesrf]tink (R'etai_l) 
Tg 25, Menar@ 2, Me!iara Berkembar Petronas, KL 

1300 88 8181 
130088 8383 
mesraliri_k.retai!:Order@Petrohas.com.my 

;~s::;a:~~n,*:n~@P~1t~n~~;~?ili;:~y 

Ke:roSin 

50000018 

25-0ct-04 
··-1····--·······-+--------+-~-~ 1--~------'--1--------+ -----'t---------+--·----1-:c---~·· -----l------+-·····-------···-~1 

26-0ct-04 

27-0ct-04 

28-0ct-04 

29-0ct-04 

30-0ct-04 

31-0ct-04 

1-Nov-04 

2-Nov-04 

3-Nov-04 

4-Nov-04 

5-Nov-04 

21,840 

21,840 

21,840 
------+---------

21,840 

21,840 

21,840 

6-~o_v:04_ +- -----+------------f.-------------·--+-'· 
7-Nov-04 21,840 

16,380 

16,380 

16,380 

16,380 

16,380 

16,380 
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Fuellnv•entory Movement Report by month 

ft'i./RNIA SEI'iii'URNA ENT 
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I' IS.ING 

TU GAJAr 31550 
~~~ohone: ( c,::, ) 36565• 

Day .)p(:ning RN:•i!h<~ .. "g Total r::; I 'i~· Cl(~·:lit:· D< Cheqw On Accowr Coupon Driveoff Mixed Pump Test "total 1!~;~\crrnceDip·: ·r~rJc:ling Difi,~:T!I"II:e 

~i~~2o04j_ ',' ~E:~,~;oi -- L ~ 4o,m:)c ·--7-,8-s~~~~~c-1-,6-1-2~, ~~:·=::::::::::::o:::.:,l ~:=~--o-.c_;J_! ::::::--o-.o-c~-:1-,'--.-::::= 
P2-09-2004lr ! -~ _! _00 ~-~-~-- ~ ·. 53,2:~~~--'~:1 . ~~~ ~~~::~ 1 ,072 ~~-~ ~-~f----0_.<: _l~ O.C:)I: _ 42.0C~':! ---:':::::J----":::·:."":::f---:':::::J----::'=:.lf-
~3-09-200'4"t-r ,~:-:1.00 . _:),,-; .. 10,131.l_7trl! · 268.H1 O.:.{C O.C 1 )1 O.OC\0 

~::~::~~~:~· ::':a 16 ;1t :::: ' 1 ~:~:~::nr, :::::~n;; ~:: ~~:),: o.oo]---..:::=:::t---.::::::::::f---:C:.:::t---:.::::3---"''' 
--------- ----------·"-------- .. -- ----·--··+---= 

ps-os-zoo4 ~ -~: · ~ 1 ·2 :}:1 ~:~ ~~~L-~~~::_r:~·: _____ o.:·{ ~- ~-!:11. -~;ti------:C:::::t-----::::::::t-----:.':=:t---:0'::3-
~7_:~s-zoo4 ~ · J · -) 39,7::-:-_t);l ~~-~~-~-;:_~~-~ :.H~ ___ o_.:_.(:,·~:r-- o_c;:;: o.ood 

~8-09-2004 ,: ~~ :::. _'K·_·l 8,10'~- ?5[i'_ 1 ,210':: :{i 0.::-(:l. O.C::11 =~~~~:=======::=o:I-----'C=:f-----'-:-:'::f---::-::=JI-· 
~~09-2004: •' 00~--- __ ~~:~~~~:j_ .. _ 8,34~~~~~L~~~~>~= o.::~:~:: O.C•)l 

.!_~9-2004J __ · .. :;_: .. l.ooot ~~ ~-1: :1. ;: 1_ 44,m:•_~ __ ::::i_l ___ ~E_~·.::~-~L-~.;·:.?.~ ___ o_.:·_t:'~- o.c::~~-l--20.:~1 
Sub-total 349,987 -:OoOf 92 ~~:_(~-~-:- [ 442,8~:~~~~~~-: 85,88 ~.: :?.:L 12,969.::~-~~~ 0._~:::· 0.011:1{:-~_r:y 1.':2JI---:7:c::ll----:.7:'.::.29;.;9j---7:c:71----::::::. 

1~1-09-20~4 ~~p36.00_~---------:~·>~: ~ 34,o:::~':t~O_. 10,03~~~~'[ 1 ,891.:..~i34 0.00 O.OQC1 -~~_._:~~)OJ -~~-~~ ~BDC 0.000 
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114-09-20041-~ oodlo1 ,840 ooc~_c 2 ~,~,. o oool 1,620.502 o.oo o.cocr---- ... il!: 1 E-~~-::~ (~:~::: ~:~~~:! ---~~:~:J~~----~_t::.U.::~~~~ --. 1.: ,B'·l!OI 

115-09:2004 35078 . ·t ~·t3~ ,,,::1: 15,805371 813844 o.ooo o.ooc -·· ·> L·'l 11~c o,o•:' ·--:·~.o:Ji: -~'':'' .;,:_ 

17-09-2004 38,662 .: oooc 31 32.ooc 8,939.7ql 1,811.13' o.ooo o.ooc ''''l uJ iJ.o.:: ,w:; ;.:.oJI 10,7811•' :• ·,e.J; 

Unil LITRES 

...... -.. 1 :·; ,11.n 
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:::.:tl 
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O.li:ll 

:·;:,G:i 

6.1)''6 

'1.·1-1 

' • :~:.I ~~) 

2.!l 

l.•l!l 

1 .! ~ ! 

16-09-2004~ 26,776 .: ; 84000C ~- 1•300\ 7,67092 1,715.712 0.0~ O.OQC ____ CI:_i~)t=-·~~~~? ~~~~:~· ~~:~:1 ---~'.:'::~J[_!3,3!:~:~:':_.:; --'-~-·~:;1 

18-09-2004, 28,542 , · ,840 oar ~( 132 oo( 9,881 584[ 1 ,450.6BC 0.000 O.QOC . i~l_.·!.;) 1·4:, ~-} 2 1~'J1::. i)~-t)~-~ ---:,~,-~):ill 11 ,36E~ ·' :f ;; ·.·0_1:). ·'t >L ,35.::,r 

1~~.11':3s353 t o ... oo.cU._s3.oo 9,,12.236]1 1,71 .. 6 .. 05' o.ooc o ... 'l.OC ·;·'·''> :::2·~~ '.i~:: ,j~).;:i . :0'~'ll 11,12< :=:::2L~ =.·£7~299! 
0-09-~~~4 r 27 ,29~ ! 

0 

,840 DOC~~,~!. 39 00 8 _c: ~G~ I 15 O.O~_C D:,n~J---~·· ~-,n:.' I~ , --~,'!:~~ ;;·J --·~~;1::. _~?~J;:I ---~~~ ·.1):)_~ 10,122 ~~ ~T 39,016., · ' _ 40,702.1 .. .' , ...... - ....... 

Sub-t~~~-
1
.13. os,ss7.: : ~~J_:~, 1 oo.ooli]!.!. --. 57 .ooo ss,c_E z.ssOf 15,~!f.!i.559 o.oo.o ~. ~)~!----'~'.:·,~·-:'· !7 :' 9.::_·~ z --~~-~~:-~ -'~:~> .. ·~~:· ---~:.' ! .. 'l.·.:.'li 103,872:_ ,: -~; ~';13,BB4.! 1- .· :!.15,333.1~: · ~~ ·~~~-=~~ 

~9-200~-\~ 40,702 .. : l _ ~~-~~ _ 02.00 E<. 3.61~1 -:- _ 1.112 o.oo_c ~·:.~~ ~-_.-::_,_._··: l ,:1.:·:':: :;~~~:: '?.:.~:~:-1 ___ ,~,<~~:J,. s,ose_:' ... __ 31,605. __ 29,703.1:. 
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3-09-zoo4i···37,640 .. : .. · ~ _:':. -... 4o.oo 71 8.08 L1"' .. · .. •.46 o.ooc :l·'·oo _.::· ... :.::.' o,.,,, ·.l:,CL l:~' __ c: ... l._J .. ]I: 8,3BE .. ' __ 29,253. -.29,031.< -•••. w, 1 
4-09::_~0-~~-~l 29,031.:: : ..::~' ,300.00C .:~ : 31.00 9 1 0.2791"------~_.:. i.94 0.00( ·~~-~~~ .. -~!Y) O.!.)C:: __ (:1~!:: ?..: ~:!: ---~·~: ~::11: 10,55€ -- 45,774. -· 45,812.1:. - 37.22 
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Day Opening Receiving Total 

Item: PRIMAX 

~
D.9-2o~ci4]__ 4z~ooiij - ODD~ 42,611.000 

32_:0_1_5.o0o[ 16,3so.oo 4B.3ss.ooo 09-200~ 

-~9-20~-=J 
~0--~9-200411 
Sub-total 

Sub-total 
(month) 

3s.ii76.oo(-- o.oo 38,6?6.ooo 

27,747.000 21,840.00 49,587.000 

I 357,218.000 03,740.000 460,958.000 

1 ,o15,sn.ooo 05,660.000 ,321,532.000 

Total 

~ 

Cash Credit 

8,977.42~1 1,489.126 

8,042.66q 1,528.926 

9,644.4121 1.421.955 

9,233.33 2,281.31 

89,226.66 14,627.178 

263,201.069 43,262.833 

\-6\-u\ ,H(''cO 

~' ~-o.W c\-~-\ 
of' 

Fuel Inventory Movement Report by month 

KURNIA SEMPURNA ENT 
TAMAN BATU GAJAH PERDANA, 
PUSING 

BATU GAJAH, 31550 

Telephone: ( 05 ) 3656543 

Debit Cheque On Account Coupon Drive off Mixed Pump Test 

Unit: LITRES 
o.ooc 0.000 21.90( 0.00 O.QOC 0 o.ooc 0.00 

0.000 0.00~ 21.89€ 0.00 0.00 O.Doc 0.00 

o.ooc 0.000 o.ooc 0.00 o.ooc o.ooc 0.00 

0.000 0.000 21.90( 0.00 o.ooc o.ooc 0.00 

0.000 0.000 129.956 131.389 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 329.79E 197.091 -7.299 0.000 0.000 

Total Balance Dip Reading Difference 

10,488.454 32,122.54€ 32,015.00 -107.546 

9,593.484 38,801.51€ 38,676.00 -125.516 

11 ,066.36 27,609.63 27,747.00 137.367 

11,536.554 38.050.44€ 38,232.00 181.554 

104,115.187 356,842.813 354,7 48.000 -2,094.813 

306,973.489 ,014,658.611 1,013,327.000 -1,231.511 

329.79~11 97ll~1r- -7.2991 o.ooot--o.ooojj 306,973.489r ,014,558.61111,013,327.0001 -1,231.5111 





Gas Profit Report ( By Month ) 

KURNIA SEMPURNA ENTERPRISE 

·ntains transactions for the following Period : 

2004 ( - ) 

Price Regular 
t Sold Price Q-ty Sold Total Cost 

7 0.788 0.788 11167.932 8342.45 

0 0.788 0.788 8098.811 0.00 

6 0.788 0.788 221729.471 167627.48 

240996.214 175969.93 

2 1.370 1.370 21085.230 17753.76 

0 1.370 1.370 5677.927 0.00 

6 1.370 1.370 280227.401 363174.71 

306990.558 380928.48 

556898.40 

Total Sold 

8800.21 

6381.82 

174721.14 

189903.17 

28884.21 

77?8.09 

383879.03 

420541.33 

610444.50 

1/10/19 17:38:2' Page 1 of 1 

Profit 
Profit % 

457.76 5.20% 

6381.82 100.00% 

7093.66 4.06% 

13933.24 7.34% 

11130.45 38.53% 

7778.09 100.00% 

20704.32 5.39% 

39612.85 9.42% 

53546.10 8.77% 



Appendix 4 

Ordering form and Sales record for PETRONAS Petrol Station branch at 

Taman Saujana, Batu Gajah (please refer to the next page) 



Dari 
No. Ak~nin: 
PSS 
Ala mat 
Telefon 
Fax 
Email 

Sep-04 

6-Sep-04 

7-Sep-04 
-

8-Sep-04 

9-Sep-04 

10-Sep-04 

21,840 

I 

I 21,840 I 

I 21,840 

l(ep;.~~~ 

Mesralink (Retail) 
1\.t...; ... .:.· .. .:. 2;. Men_ara:·,BefkemQa,r ,Petror18S; KL 

I li~i~\~~lw,i7,n~@ij~~~ ~~~fi~~~(Lj~@~~~~~~ 
10,920 

I 
r :\,,,,m'"'~l If' ,; ,;j,1;,·s'''}'l 

I !''--,' 
1; .. . , .. ' '0tll I ;w ,[;ill 10,920 

--.~-"-





DATE LUB KED AI 

TOTAL 

SALES TOTAL 

TOTAL to 

BANK 



DATE 

2004 

SEPT I 

2 

3 

TOTAL 

TOTAL to 

BANK 



Appendix 5 

Project Gantt Chart 



,----.-- ./ 1.1 Preliminary Investigation 7 days Mon 7/19/04 Tue 7/27/04 • • 5 ·/ 1.1.1 Data and Information Gath· 3 days Man 7119/04 Thu 7/22/04 -
6 v-· 1.1.2 Problem Definition and Pre 4 days Thu 7122/04 Tue 7127104 5 : 

7 v-· 1.2 Preliminary Report Submission 15 days Mon 7/19/04 Sat8nl04 .... .... 
8 v-· 1.2.1 Literature Review 5 days Man 7/19/04 Sat 7/24104 

9 v-· 1.2.2 Introduction 5 days Mon 7/26/04 Sat 7/31104 

10 v-· 1.2.3 Project Scope 8 days Tue 7127/04 Sat 817/04 6 

' 11 v-· 1.2.4 Objectives 6 days Wed 7128/04 Thu 8/5/04 6 

12 v-· 1.3 Schedulling 5 days Mon 8/2/04 Mon 8/9/04 •• • 13 v' 1.3.1 Gantt Chart 5 days Man 8/2/04 Man 8/9104 

• 14 v-· 2. Analysis and Design 29 days Mon 7/26/04 Thu 9/2/04 .... 
15 v-· 2.1 Survey 10 days Mon 7/26/04 Mon 8/9/04 

, .... .... 
16 v' 2.1.1 Contact Client 3 days Man 7/26/04 Thu 7/29104 

,_ 
: 

17 v' 2.1.2 Interview Client 2 days Thu 7129104 Sat 7/31104 16 

18 v-· 2.1.3 Analyze the Information 5 days Sat 7/31/04 Mon 8/9104 17 
'I 

19 v-· 2.2 System Requirements 8 days Mon 8/9104 Thu 8/19/04 

"' 
.... 

20 v-· 2.2.1 Identify Functional and Nor 8days Mon 819/04 Thu 8/19/04 18 

21 v-· 2.3 Hardware and Software Requin 16 days Thu 7129/04 Thu 8/19104 .... 
22 v-· 2.3.1 Hardware Acquirement (if c 5 days Wed 8111/04 Tue 8/17/04 

23 v-· 2.3.2 Software Installation 16 days Thu 7/29/04 Thu 8/19/04 
: 

~ 

24 v-· 2.3.2.1 Learning the Softwa 16 days Thu 7/29/04 Thu 8/19/04 

25 v' 2.4 Design User Interface 11 days Thu 8/19/04 Thu 9/2/04 

: ~ .. 
26 v-· 2.4.1 Design Administrator lnterf a days Thu 8/19/04 Mon 8/30/04 20 

27 v-· 2.4.2 Design Operator Interface 11 days Thu 8/19/04 Thu 9/2/04 20 

28 v-· 2.5 Progress Report Writing and Sl 12 days Thu 8/5/04 Fri 8/20/04 

29 v-· 2.6 Design Database (If any) 8 days Wed 8118/04 Fri 8/27/04 .... .... 
30 v-· 2.6.1 Define Relationship Table 7 days Wed 8/18/04 Thu 8/26/04 

31 v-· 2.6.1 Design Table Structure 8 days Wed 8/18104 Fri 8/27/04 

• 

Task Milestone • External Tasks 
Project: FYP • • External Milestone + Date: Thu 12/9/04 Split Summary 

Progress Project Summary • • Deadline f7 

Page 1 



33 ./ 2.7.1 Define the Rules and Para1 4 days Thu 8/19104 Tue 8/24/04 

~ 34 v-· 2.7.2 Justify the Rules and Para1 3 days Tue 8/24104 Fri 8/27/04 33 

35 v' 3. System Development 18 days SatB/28/04 Tue 9/21/04 .... 
36 v' 3.1 Develop Interface 14 days Mon 8/30/04 Thu 9/16104 • -37 v-· 3.1.1 Develop Administrator lnte 8 days Mon 8/30/04 Thu 9/9/04 26 

38 v-· 3.1.2 Develop Operator Interface 11 days Thu 9/2/04 Thu 9/16/04 27 

39 v-· 3.2 Develop Database 18 days Sat 8/28104 Tue 9/21/04 .... 
40 v-· 3.2.1 Create Database 10 days Sat 8128/04 Fri 9/10/04 29 

41 v-· 3.2.2 Insert Data 8 days Fri 9/10/04 Tue 9/21/04 40 

42 v-· 3.3 Insert the Rules 8 days Tue 8/31/04 Thu 919/04 32 ·~ 
43 v' 3.3.1 Link the Rule With the Pan 8 days Tue 8/31/04 Thu 9/9104 

44 v-· 3.4 Generate the Report 15 days Tue 8/31/04 Sat 9/18/04 

45 v-· 3.4.1 list the Report Content 8 days Tue 8/31/04 Thu 9/9/04 

46 v-· 3.4.2 Verify the Report Content 7 days Fri 9/10/04 Sat 9/18/04 45 

47 v-· 4. Testing and Debugging 22 days Fri 9/17/04 Fri 10/15/04 

48 v-· 4.1 Alpha Testing 8 days Fri 9/17/04 Mon 9/27/04 : 

49 v-· 4.1.1 User Interface Testing 7 days Fri 9/17/04 Sat 9/25/04 36 

50 v-· 4.1.2 Database Testing 6 days Fri 9/17/04 Fri 9/24/04 40 

51 ./ 4.1.3 Rule Testing 8 days Fri 9/17/04 Mon 9/27/04 43 

52 ./ 4.2 Debugging 7 days Tue 9/28/04 Wed 10/6/04 

53 v-· 4.2.1 Run and Debug 7 days Tue 9/28/04 Wed 10/6/04 48 

54 v-· 4.3 Beta Testing 14 days Tue 9128/04 Fri 10/15/04 48 

55 v-· 4.3.1 User Testing 14 days Tue 9/28/04 Fri 1 0/15/04 

56 v-· 4.3.2 Supervisor Approval 6 days Wed 10/6/04 Thu 10/14/04 52 

57 v-· 5. Final Draft Submission 1 day Thu 10/14/04 Fri 10/15/04 

58 v-· 6. Oral Presentation 5 days Mon 10/25/04 Sat 10130/04 

59 v-· 7. Project Disertation Submission 1 day Tue 11/30/04 Wed 12/1/04 

• 

' 

Task Milestone External Tasks 

Project: FYP 
Date: Thu 12/9/04 Split Summary External Milestone 

Progress Project Summary Deadline 

Page 2 
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